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These are thinking and speaking notes for a 15-minute presentation I gave at The 
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Due to time constraints I presented only a partial version of what is here, but for 
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Utopia / Dystopia

freedom and control

Hello - and thank you very much for coming. I research new technologies from critical social and cultural 
perspectives, and today I would like to talk with you about technology, culture and power.  

When I was invited to NYC to speak on architecture and situated technologies, I immediately thought of an 
excellent article that I’ve assigned to students in my fourth year urban cultures seminar: Bulent Diken & Carsten
Bagge Lausten’s “Zones of Indistinction: Security, Terror and Bare Life”.  I wanted to situate a discussion of 
CCTV, RFID, biometrics and other pervasive urban technologies within broader sociological and political 
concerns - and the structure and focus of this presentation are heavily indebted to these authors’ orientation 
and focus.

So to begin, it seems to me that many public discussions around pervasive computing, space and culture resort 
to either utopian or dystopian scenarios, totalising in both their problems and solutions.  This permits and 
encourages critique within equally clear-cut boundaries, and denies or discourages engagement with spaces, 
practices and ideas in-between. 

And it is those bits – what Giorgio Agamben calls “zones of indistinction” – that I’m most interested in, not least 
because they are so politically and ethically charged.  

Contemporary sociology and anthropology generally identify three modes, or ways, in which power operates at 
both global and local scales, and so I’ll be speaking a bit about power as discipline, power as control and power 
as terror. 

Along the way I’ll also take a look at how technological imperatives play out in these contexts, or how a cultural 
desire for the “good life” is shaping, and being shaped by, these technosocial devices.

And ultimately, I would like to encourage discussion on how people’s everyday decisions and actions can – and 
do - support and resist these forces.  
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Bentham’s Panopticon

the threat of being seen and immobilised

Many of you may be familiar with the English philosopher Jeremy Bentham’s plans for the panopticon 
- an early 19th century ideal prison organised around the gaze of a central authority – something or 
someone just slightly less omniscient than God - that could see without being seen.

This privileging of sight extended to free citizens as well: the panopticon was intended to sit up on a 
hill where it could serve as a constant visual reminder of the threat of confinement.

But most importantly, in either case, the ultimate goal was self-surveillance.

You see, Bentham was a great utilitarian: the assumption was that if people know they’re being 
watched, they’re more likely to behave.  And often enough this actually happens.
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Power as Discipline

self-governance and self-regulation

the prisoner

And so from these notions comes the first mode of power I want to talk about: discipline.  In what 
Foucault famously called “disciplinary societies” people experience not only confinement by the State 
but, more importantly, a kind of self-imprisonment.  In other words, discipline is characterised by self-
governance and self-regulation.

“The more one tries to understand the panopticon, the harder it becomes to distinguish between 
master and slave, subject and object, inside and outside, and reality and fiction: The terms merge 
into each other and enter into a zone of indistinction.”  (Diken & Lausten 2002:297)

Consider CCTV: “Smile!  You’re on camera!”  

Now some people consent insomuch as they choose to protect - by technological means - that which 
is valuable to them.  And others consent insomuch as they do not object.

But this consent is also always conditional, and fragile.  For example, street art in London looks back 
– and talks back - to the all-seeing eye, and it also pokes fun at people’s complicity in technosocial
surveillance practices.  
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Technology and the Good Life

convenience and security

do-it-yourself

These tensions between consent and resistance, between want and fear, between State-control and 
self-control also manifest technologically.  For example, in the name of both convenience and 
security, biometrics are being used to do simple consumer things like manage entry to Disney theme 
parks and rent lockers at Universal Studios.  

The Disney interface actually kind of amuses me – I mean look at how fun it appears, which says 
something about Disney and about how designers imagine people will react to being asked to stick 
their fingers into a machine!

But there’s something else going on here too: convenience is often positioned as agency, or the 
ability to do it faster, cheaper, and maybe even better, ourselves.  This question of agency is 
particularly important in Western cultural history, and it can be absent or irrelevant in other cultural 
contexts.  But some people do want – even expect - to be agents of their own destinies; it’s the 
promise of individualism and free will.  

Furthermore, in these scenarios above greater personal security become possible, in part, because 
other people are taken out of the interaction.  (Think of how giving someone your credit card requires 
that you trust them - in these cases that risk is eliminated.)  And yet this kind of consumer 
“empowerment” simultaneously devolves corporate management, which transfers other risks and 
responsibilities to consumers.  

In other words, this is “Enter or use at your own risk” or “Management not responsible for damage, 
loss or theft” of anything.  When things go wrong, as they tend to do, it becomes increasingly difficult 
to find anyone who can help – or be held accountable.
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Network & Risk Societies

connection, emergence, speed & transgression, noise, viral contamination

Contemporary geo-politics are often described in terms of intensified surveillance, networks and risks  
- metaphors also understood as the current logics-of-choice in global organisation and management.  

Characterised most strongly by the imperative to connect or be connected at speed, there is faith in 
emergent, self-organising systems. At the same time, interconnectedness and certain forms of 
hybridity become the norm, which makes them subject to power and control. And, of course, there is 
always the possibility of transgression or viral contamination, a world out-of-control.

In Toronto, an iPod advert - an ad for wireless tech & mobility - becomes visually embedded in the 
wired, physical infrastructure of the city.  We are thus reminded that mobility only exists in relation to 
fixedness, and so perhaps is better related to tension than freedom.

In Berlin, street art tackles pervasive biohazards, and extends risk – as well as safety - to our 
relationships with non-humans.  In other words, “We’re all in it together!” for better and worse.
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Power as Control

"Control is not discipline. You do not 
confine people with a highway. But 
by making highways, you multiply 
the means of control. I am not 
saying this is the only aim of 
highways, but people can travel 
infinitely and ‘freely’ without being 
confined while being perfectly 
controlled. That is our future.”
Gilles Deleuze, Two Regimes of Madness

societies of control

the statistical ‘dividual’

Control societies are not disciplinary societies.  If the purpose of discipline is to immobilise the 
mobile, then control is when power itself becomes mobile.  

As sociologist Zygmunt Bauman puts it, “postpanoptic forms of power target the conduct of mobile 
subjects,” and as sociologist David Lyon explains, this kind of surveillance on the part of multiple and 
decentralised authorities acts primarily in terms of social sorting - or practices of inclusion and 
exclusion.   

Control is about protocol, and it is often digital: everything and everyone can be translated into the 
logic of code.  Deleuze said that this reality trangresses the traditional dichotomy between individual 
and mass (or public) : Societies of control are where “Individuals become ‘dividuals,’ and masses 
become samples, data, markets, or ‘banks’.”  In other words, people become statistics and 
categories, their numbers preceed them, and their movement is regulated accordingly. 

The pressing political and ethical issue at hand, as political theorists Hardt and Negri put it, is that 
“control knows no outside.”

In Rome, public wireless users sit together and apart; absent and present; free and controlled.  For 
an example at global scale, just consider how migrant labour is similarly organised and regulated.
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Technology and the Good Life
non-human biopolitics

distributed companionship, free to roam

This is my cat Enid Coleslaw.  In order for Enid to be able to travel around the world with us I had to 
get her a passport.  It began with a 12mm RFID microchip – about the size of a grain of rice -
manufactured by Avid Canada, injected under the skin on the back of her neck. The chips are sold as 
something any responsible pet-owner would want for their pet, or “non-human companion.”  Her chip 
has a unique number that was registered in our names, and added to the AVID Global Recovery 
System database, PETtrac.  This means that I can feel secure in my knowledge that if she is ever 
lost and taken to a shelter, they will be able to identify her and then contact me.  I can also rest 
assured, apparently, that her database record also informs the veterinarian that Enid is insured, so 
yes please, go right ahead trying to save her.  (Does this mean that the unidentifiable or uninsured 
“companions” are abandoned and left to die?)  

Now, if I want to take Enid to the UK without having her put in quarantine for six months I can do so 
only in accordance with the EU’s Pet Travel Scheme or PETS.  Canada is amongst the regulation’s 
member countries, although animals travelling from certain countries (mostly Africa and Asia) cannot 
avoid quarantine because they are not members.  In order for Enid to obtain the passport and travel, 
she also has to be vaccinated, tested and treated for particular health concerns.  When we travel, her 
passport is scanned just like mine. 

So Enid is a particular kind of technological hybrid – or “non-human companion” - part organic, part 
machine.  Because I am also her companion, this extends our relationship to the technological 
system embodied in that chip.  And actually, according to all this documentation and data, Enid 
Coleslaw and I are inseparable (we are a hybrid subject) and we exist as multiple numbers in 
networked global databases (we are a hybrid object, we are ‘dividuals’).

And so, in the end, because I had the inclination and the resources (around CAD 100) to meet all the 
technosocial conditions, we are free to roam the world – and be perfectly controlled while we do it.
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Lines of Flight

“The nomads are those who don’t 
move on, they become nomads 
because they refuse to disappear.”
Gilles Deleuze, Negotiations

Rocinha - Rio de Janeiro, Brasil

But because power is negotiated, there are many possible lines of flight out of these situations of 
discipline, control and terror - and many of them are not easily separated into acts of either 
resistance or support.

For example, you may have noticed that each attempt to resist or disrupt one mode of power helps 
consolidate and stabilise another.  

Around a billion people in the world today live in squatter settlements.  Some, like Rocinha, are 
remarkably self-sufficient and well-organised, but still subject to multiple forms of discipline, control 
and terror – internally, externally and as “zones of indistinction.”
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Bare Life

war-machines, zones of indistinction, docile bodies, abandoned subjects

All over the world - and right beside us - people are being abandoned, or reduced to what political 
philosopher Giorgio Agamben calls “bare life” – or life stripped of form and value.  

For example, mobility is only freeing when it is freely chosen. Refugees are always on the move, 
always on their way home, but also always stuck somewhere else. They exist in a zone of 
indistinction, a non-place.  In other words, refugee bodies are expendable in the same way as loss of 
civilian life is merely “collateral damage.”  

As Diken and Lausten (2002) explain, the contemporary subject becomes both subject and object, or 
subject and subjugated.     
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Anybody Can Be a Hostage

state of emergency and state of exception

“A state which has security as its 
sole task and source of legitimacy 
is a fragile organism; it can always 
be provoked by terrorism to 
become itself terroristic.”
Giorgio Agamben, Secret  accomplices: On security 
and terror

Agamben also noted that while bare life used to be a state of exception – a state of emergency – the 
state of exception has become the norm for billions of people today.  

When anybody can be a hostage - when anyone can be reduced to bare life - when fear and terror 
reign supreme, there is also a return to discipline and control.

Human rights and cultural values are willingly abandoned, or forsaken, in the name of homeland –
and region and city and neighbourhood and family and personal – security.  

From New York City and Soweto to Mumbai, Shanghai and London, security - that curious space 
between fear and safety – continues to order the city, and new technologies.
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Power as Terror

uncertainty, insecurity, unsafety

the refugee and the hostage

Bare life manifests itself not only in the extreme and tragic circumstances of the refugee, the migrant 
labourer, and the trafficked sex worker, but in the lives of everyday people, everywhere.  

Anthropological notions of cultural relativity teach us that while what, precisely, constitutes threat and 
safety may differ across cultures, there are still global technosocial assemblages that manage these 
risks, and do so pre-emptively.

(Recall that actualised risk is no longer risk; it has already happened.  Risk, then, is virtual.  And how 
it gets managed is of key concern.)

For example, wearing surgical masks in public becomes commonplace during viral outbreaks as 
people try to protect themselves, and gas masks are no longer out of the question during times of 
“peace.”  (Personal security is a thriving industry in America these days!)  

In other arenas of risk management, war meets authoritative pop culture in this tank graffiti by 
American soldiers in Iraq.  (I’d also note a rather lively space between support and resistance in 
South Park’s Cartman character more generally as well.)

The terror – and threat - of bare life is thus found in generalised uncertainty, insecurity and unsafety.  
The epitome of such risk is the possibility of becoming a refugee or hostage.  In other words, being 
displaced or held hostage by an enemy - be they human or non-human, visible or invisible - becomes 
the ultimate fear in an age of terror and, wherever possible, is resisted “by any means necessary.”
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Technology and the Good Life

certainty & familiarity

One of the ways in which new technologies negotiate uncertainty and unsafety is to create certainty 
and safety.

For example, GPS navigation (as long as it’s working properly) makes sure people never get lost, or 
at least find the most efficient route from point A to point B – but they don’t encourage new routes or 
even slowing down sometimes.

Any number of mobile services also ensure that we never need to be alone - but they also allow for 
the possibility that we never come into contact with people that haven’t been successfully sorted into 
our realities either.  

Personally - and I’m sure I’m not the only one - I’m more than a little sceptical of a world where I 
never get lost or encounter strangers:  I may very well be safe, surrounded by friends and loved 
ones, and I may know exactly where I am and always get their “on time”, but I can’t help but think of 
the things I give up for that safety and certainty… chance encounters and connections, for example, 
become far less likely, and community tends to be defined only in terms of people just like us who go 
to, or come from, the same places we do.

The idea that our encounters with difference are at the heart of geopolitical ethics has been 
discussed for some time now across a range of disciplines, and yet the vast majority of discourse 
surrounding technological “community” is almost entirely oblivious to these competing explanations 
and understandings.
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Hope

“The question of whether 
angels have gender is the 
most fundamental problem of 
contemporary societies: who 
will act as intermediary, and 
how will this person act?”
Michel Serres, in conversation with Mary 
Zournazi, Hope: New Philosophies for Change

Now, in order to wrap up this (terribly fast) discussion of technology, culture and power, I would like 
to reiterate a single and rather simple observation: these are negotiations I have described.  Not 
facts, but matters of concern.  

(In my opinion, critique that seeks definitive conclusions and judgments always fails.  I also believe 
that it is questions, not answers, that encourage genuinely productive discussion.) 

And these power negotiations – these matters of concern - are difficult precisely because there is so 
much noise, so many glitches: so much misunderstanding, miscommunication, hurt, and anger, and 
dismay.  So in order to get through the noise - to actually be together, and do things together, and 
keep hope alive - we need intermediaries.  Or translators, if you will.  People and rituals that help us 
navigate the in-between spaces, and help us cross thresholds. 

But imagine trying to settle a lovers’ quarrel by bringing in someone who might seduce one or the 
other.  As Serres correctly observes, mediators have great power, and with that power comes great 
risk and responsibility.

So the question I would like to leave with you today is both simple and complex:  Given how power is 
exercised, and everything that is at stake, who will act as intermediaries for our urban technological 
futures, and how will these people act?
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Thank you
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